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NUMERICAL MODELING OF THERMAL, FILTRATIONAL
AND MECHANICAL PHENOMENA IN A SELECTED
SECTION OF A GRAVITY DAM
Abstract
The paper presents course and results of numerical simulations performed on a selected
section of the Solina Dam. Thermal and water pressure fields variables in time were taken
into account with their influence on displacement and stress states in the dam. Results of the
analysis were compared with measurements.
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1.

Introduction

In the years 2007-2008 the author took part in a multi-disciplinary research group
aimed at investigation and evaluation of the technical state and safety of the Solina Dam.
Solina Dam, the greatest gravity dam in Poland, was built in 1965. It is located on San
river in Bieszczady mountains, in the south-east of Poland.
The research which was carried out, consisted of: assessment of measurement records
of displacements, pressures and temperature fields gathered in about 10 year time period,
assessment of quality of concrete after 45 years. This was confronted with the results of
the numerical simulation of the behavior of the selected section No 22, for which the
record of data was the most complete. An overview, location and basic technical data,
together with the archival drawing of the selected section (No 22) are given in the Fig.1.
Numerical analysis of transient temperature, water pressures fields and their influence
on mechanical fields (displacement, stresses) was intended to verify that measurements
of one field were consistent with another, and if safety of the dam was assured.
Analysis was performed with the use of Z_Soil.PC v. 2007.

2. Thermal analysis
2.1 Assumptions, data and computational schema
The aim of the analysis is to create an image of the space distribution and time
evolution of temperature fields inside section 22 of the dam during the yearly cycle of
climatic condition (temperature of water and air). Temperature results will be used in
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Location of Solina Dam
on San river, Carpathian region
south-east of Poland

Solina dam
section 22

Solina Dam –basic data
Hmax=75.0 m
total volume of water 474 mln m3
area ~2100 ha
reversible power station
4 Francis type generators 200MW
yearly production of energy 230 GWh

75.0m

15.0m

56.0m

Vb=820 000 m3 in 43 sections
4 levels of communication-revision galeries

Fig. 1. Solina Dam. Overview and basic hydrotechnical data. Section nr 22.

mechanical (static) analysis, where non-uniform distribution of the temperature may prove
to be the crucial factor generating tensile stresses and subsequent cracking of the dam.
Temperature fields T(x,t) in the dam and its surroundings is described by the Fourier’s
equation (1), together with proper boundary conditions (BC).
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.
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Following characteristics were assumed:
- heat conductivities [W/(m·oK) ]:
1 = 1.8 for concrete (according to PN –91/B-02020), 2 = 3.0 for the bedrock,
- heat capacities [kJ/(m3·oK)]:
c1 = 2016 and c2= 2362, respectively.
Three types of BC are involved:
known temperature BC (1-st kind), T(x,t)=Te(h,t), are applied there, where
temperature on the boundary is imposed by the contact with an external medium having
large heat capacity and known temperature Te, at the time instant t, on depth h. In the
model of the section, this was:
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1a – influence of water. Time records of water temperature measurements at points
marked as: Tw601 (level 369.5m), Tw602 (l. 401.5), Tw603 (l. 412.0) were taken. For
points between them linear interpolation has been employed.
1b – intact temperature in surrounding soil equal to average yearly temperature (7 oC for
the Bieszczady region).
1c – temperature in the zone of influence of the power station building (10 oC)
Adiabatic BC (2-nd kind), qn=0, are applied there, where heat flux is meaningless.
In the model this was assumed on the lateral boundaries, and also in the concave zones
filled with water being in thermal equilibrium with the massive of concrete. Adiabatic
conditions were applied also in control galleries assuming no air flux.
Convective BC (3-rd kind), qn=c(T -Te), on the surfaces where heat exchange
takes place with the surrounding fluid (i.e. air) having known ambient temperature Te. In
the model, convective BC were assumed on the downstream face and on the upstream
face above the water surface. Convection coefficient (according to standard PN-91/B02020 for concrete wall) c=23 [W/(m·oK)].
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Fig. 2. Section No 22. Boundary condition in transient heat problem

External temperatures of water and air has been assumed as 10 yearly cycles given in
the form:
(2)
Te (t )  TA (1  T /( 2TA )  cos(2t / 365))
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where TA is yearly average temperature, T - is the amplitude of monthly averaged
temperatures. These values were taken form the temperature data for the year 2006. In the
last period of simulation (07.2006-07.2007) explicitly measured values of temperature
have been imposed. Time histories of external temperatures are given in Fig. 3.
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Fig. 3. Time records of external temperatures of water and air

First step of the simulation was to set the initial conditions by solving steady state
problem at time t=0. Next, numerical integration with time step equal to t1=10 days has
been performed in 10 years time range and with t2=7 days for the last period. The aim of
using such prolonged procedure was to stabilize the response of the system submitted to
periodic excitations, which at first few periods was perturbed by the influence of initial
conditions. The reason for this discrepancy is that steady state solution differs
substantially from the sought solution for the quasi-periodic state, particularly in points
distant from the boundaries. Equation (1) is solved by FEM in the 3D domain representing
the section and its subsoil. Backward Euler time integration schema has been adopted, see
[1].
For each problem (thermal and filtrational) two numerical model have been built:
rough (app. 10000 nodes), Fig 4.a, and dense (app. 40000 nodes), Fig. 4.b. In this way a
possibility of verification and assessment of the obtained results has emerged.
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In FEM model kinematic constraints, see [1], are applied in the subsoil zone, allowing
to perform of this multi-step simulation on PC -Pentium 4, 2.4GHz , 1MB RAM.
Section 22- FEM mesh for mechanical modeling (rough)

a)
Section 22- FEM mesh for thermal modeling (denser)

b)
Fig. 4. FE mesh used in thermal, filtrational and mechanical analysis: a)rough, b) dense.
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2.2 Results of thermal analysis
Fig. 5. shows obtained temperature time histories in 10 years simulation at selected
(including some measurements) points. It is visible, that influence of initial conditions
(steady state) is gradually vanishing (see t. h. for point No 20278 and 17632 ) and response
becomes periodic. Practically, starting from cycle No 5, thermal response is acceptable as
an input
to mechanical
analysis.(steady state) gradualy vanishing
influence
of initial condition

21495
21761

17878
20278
17632
17716
3534

Fig. 5. Temperature time histories at selected points in 10 years simulation.

Fig. 6 shows the temperature field at the vertical plane in the mid of the section. It
concerns two representative moments of winter (Jan 2007) and summer (Jul 2007) periods.
Analysis indicates the appearance of the large temperature gradients in the zone of
the downstream face. It is so due to large thermal inertia of concrete mass, which in the
middle keeps temperature close to the yearly average, while the external surfaces are
submitted to heating in summer and cooling in winter periods. Resulting thermal strains
are possible source of different mechanical effects, which will be analyzed in chapter 4.
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a) January 2007

b) July 2007

Fig. 6. Temperature distribution inside the dam section: a) in the winter, b) in the summer.
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3. Analysis of the filtration through the dam
The goal of the filtration analysis is to create an image of the water pressure fields in
the concrete section. Thus, flow through the dam subsoil is treated only in the approximate
manner. Detailed analysis of the flow would require numerical model and set of data
concerning whole structure and its surroundings. In the recent analysis of the flow in one
section presence of internal cavities between neighboring sections, filled with water has
been assumed.
Because of small variability of water levels analysis is limited to the steady state with
level WG = 416.2 m. above sea level, only in last period of simulation (6 months)
measured water levels were taken into account. Water level in internal cavities was kept
constant WF= 364.5 m. above sea level, basing on observations.
In the analysis in order to evaluate the free surface, nonlinear filtration model of Van
Genuchten has been applied. Seepage surface elements were used to model the leakage
zone on the downstream face and also on the surface of internal cavities. Fig. 7. shows
adopted BC for the filtration problem.

BC for filtration
p ( y , t )    ( h0 * LTF (t )  y );

1
2
3

pressure h  1
0

seepage b.c

q0

3

3

Fig. 7. Boundary condition for filtration problem

Fig. 8. shows the obtained pressure field in the middle of the section, Fig 9. pressures in horizontal cross-section at 362.5 m. and 380.5 m. above sea level. Distribution
of filtration pressures shows the draining role of internal cavities. Visual observation of
the upper part of the upstream wall confirms the appearance of leakage zone.
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Fig. 8. Filtration pressure in vertical section

Fig 9. Filtration pressures in horizontal section
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4. Static analysis
4.1 Methodology and assumption
The goal of the analysis is to find displacements, strains and stresses in the section of
the dam as well as its evolution in time. On the structure acts: gravity force, water
pressures on the external surfaces, body forces from pressure gradients, internal
temperature field. The following sequence of events has been considered:
1. t=0, initial state, gravity load. Accompanying deformation is disregarded.
2. t=1, water pressure up to the level WG=416.4 m. above sea level.
3. 2000D<t<3650D, tD, about 4 yearly cycles of imposed strains (basing on
artificially created external temperatures using Eq. 2 and data in Fig. 3).
4. 3655D<t<3826D, tD, state from 01. 01. 2007 to 13.07.2007, simulation under
measured temperatures and variations of water level.
Results from precedent analyses i.e. temperature field increments T, water pressure
field p and saturation ratio S are used as input for subsequent static analysis. As both the
input (temperature field) and the response of the media are time dependent, the
formulation of the mechanical problem is based on an incremental approach in time. It is
worth noting that FE mesh used during static analysis (rougher) differs from these of
thermal analysis (denser). Also the time integration schema of static analysis is different,
as it covers shorter time (about last 5 years) than thermal analysis. Starting from the initial
state, at each step of the analysis increments of thermal strains are imposed. These are
evaluated in Gauss points of mechanical FE mesh basing on values of temperatures given
at nodes of thermal FE mesh.

  ij (x, t )  T (x, t ) ij

(3)

Coefficient of thermal dilatancy is assumed to be constant and equal to: ·10 [1/ K].
If the thermal strains field is linearly variable in space then it fulfills compatibility
equation and thus does not produce thermal stresses. In the case of the considered dam,
field of imposed strains differs substantially from the linear one (see Fig. 6), thus
appearing thermal stresses should be investigated.
Water level is kept constant at the begin of simulation, only in the last period is based
on measurements.
In lateral surfaces of the numerical model no-tension elements has been introduced
(Fig. 10), in order to simulate the presence of neighboring sections (in summer periods compression, in winter - free deformation).
Two variants of concrete model were considered during computations:
- elastic (basic),
- elastic with creep (more realistic).
-5
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Section 22. Loads and BC for mechanical analysis

no-tension unilateral constraints

Fig. 10. Loads due to water pressure. No-tension elements

In elastic model with creep we have:

σ n1  σ n  D( ε  εo  ε cr )

  D  C t , 
cr

where D 0 () 

1
0

(4)
(5)

1
D( E , ) is elastic matrix for E=1.
E

Creep function is of exponential type:

C t ,   A(1  exp( 

1
(t  )) .
B

(6)

Creep coefficient A has been estimated on Polish Code for Concrete Design (PN/B-03264,
[7]). Humidity RH = 80% (outside), age of concrete in load application t 0=365d, and
comp. strength B30, give factor   1.0 , which generates A   / E = 3.268e-8[1/kPa].
Retardation time, not given in [7], was assumed after Aleksandrowski (see [2]) B=33.3D.
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4.2 Material data
Mechanical properties for concrete have been examined on samples taken from the
structure, remaining material data (foundation) were assumed form archival data. They are
given in Tab.1. Material zone distribution is given in Fig. 4.
T ab le 1
Nr

Material

1
Concrete
6
Injected subsoil
8
Retention wall
9
Sandstone
11
Sandstone-slates
17
Silt-slates I
19
Concrete IV
20 Silt-slates injected
24
S Sandstone-slates II

Dead
weihgt
 [kN/m3]
23,55
26,00
10,10
26,25
26,30
26,00
23,55
26,00
20,94

Young
modulus
E [GPa]

Poisson’s
ratio
[-]

Thermal
dilatancy
 [1/oK]x 10-5

0.17
0,30
0,13
0,30
0,29
0,37
0,15
0,37
0,29

1.13
1,30

34,22
9,20
11,47
12,00
4,00
0,50
26,106
0,80
3,38

1,0
1,0
1,0
1,13
1,0
1,0

4.3 Results of static analysis
4.3.1 Deformation
One of the main goals of the analysis was to compare simulated displacements with
corresponding values measured by the pendula hanging in the vertical control galleries,
particularly in the last period (01.2007-07.2007), after replacement of some part of the
measurement equipment. Comparison of displacement amplitudes in horizontal direction
(UX) is given in the Fig. 11.
Computations show that the main reason of observed deformation are yearly cycles
of variation of temperature acting on the dam (water and air). Total displacements UX at
the level of gallery G4 related to water level from 416.9 to 419.5 m a.s.l. but without
temperature are equal to from 10 to 13 mm. Considering both influences (temperature
changes and variable water level) UX= 22 mm (winter) and UX=10 mm (summer).
In the period of comparison (winter 2006/07- summer 2007) a very good coincidence
of computed amplitudes of the relative displacements UX (Gi-G1, i=3,4) with the result
of measurements by pendulum was obtained. It confirms correctness of the estimation of:
material data such as elastic characteristics of concrete, thermal input (measured values)
and its representation in numerical model (BC, convection coefficients) as well as pore
pressures field.
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Fig. 11. Time history of relative displacements UX. Measurements and simulation

Deformation
a) winter 2006/2007
ux_max=0.0244m

ux_max=0.0103m

b) summer 2007

Fig. 12. Deformed shape, displacement x 1000 a) in the winter 2006/07 b) in the summer 2007.
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4.3.2

Stresses

Fig. 13 shows the map of principal stresses  in winter obtained a) for elastic model
with creep , b) for elastic model without creep. Fig. 14 shows principal stress crosses on
the surface of the model (with creep) in periods: a) winter b) summer.
Stresses evaluated during simulations are strongly dependent from thermal effects.
A particularly vulnerable part of the structure is the downstream wall, where in winter,
large tensile stresses may appear, reaching the value CRMPa (considering creep) see Fig. 13a. An analogous value for the elastic model of concrete, MPa, (Fig. 13b)
should be regarded as non-realistic, because of the lack of relaxation phenomenon.
Maximum tensile stresses appear close to the surface (1 m in depth), at height of about
20 m from the dam footing. They could be source of degradation (cracking) of the wall
surface, which should be repaired during renovation, but does not create immediate risk
for the structure safety. In the remaining zones/time stresses do not excess tensile or
compressive strenght of concrete.

Stresses 

 1 m ax  3.5MPa
considering creep
a) winter

 1 m ax  8.0 MPa

without creep
a) winter

Fig. 13. Principal stress in winter season: a) creep in concrete, b) no creep in concrete
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Principal stresses
considering creep
a) winter
Krzyże naprężeń z uwzględnieniem pełzania a) zima

b) summer

Fig. 14. Principal stress crosses with creep in concrete: a) in winter, b) in summer

5. Final conclusions
The fundamental conclusion for the estimation of a the safety of the dam, resulting
from the numerical simulation of the multi-field problem, is that all observed phenomena
are fully explicable and are related to external actions. Moreover, the safety of the dam is
not endangered in the normal exploitation regime.
Once again, the thesis has been confirmed, see [3], [4], [5], [6], that main source of
the observed stress state and deformation in a massive concrete dam is the influence of
variable temperature of water and air in yearly klimatic cycles.
Moreover it has been shown, similar like in [8], [9], that Z_Soil.PC code is efficient in
solving multi-field, evolutionary 3D problems resulting from practical needs of hydraulic
engineering.
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